Abstract
a-priori (e.g. identification numbers), data distribution is skewed to the left, with the 117 mean greater than the median and data are not too clustered around the mean (Durtschi 118 et al. 2004; Fewster, 2009; Hill, 1995a,b,c; Leemis, Schmeiser and Evans, 2000) . The
119
Benford's law is scale-invariant and base-invariant, so even transforming the data, for ex-120 ample by shifting from observed animals to densities, does not mask their departure from 121 the Benford's distribution (Hill, 1995b,c) . Typically, data conformity with the Benford's 122 distribution is tested with simple statistical goodness-of-fit tests, like the chi-square test 123 (Nigrini, 2012) . To date, digits conformance with the Benford's distribution was tested 124 to audit data in financial accountability (Nigrini, 1996 (Nigrini, , 2012 , environmental chemistry To demonstrate the potential of the Benford's law for detecting anomalies in ecological 133 data, we considered two datasets which were found to be manipulated. The first one was 134 published in Popescu et al. (2016) all the data about different species would enable to draw conclusions about the overall 170 quality of the dataset, in this case, the former Soviet whaling system acting in the Pacific
171
Ocean at that time. We retained catches greater, or equal, than 10. As suggested by
172
Nigrini (2012) and Diekmann (2007), we adopted the chi-square goodness-of-fit test to 173 check whether the first digits, the second digits, and the first couple of digits deviated 174 from the expected Benford's distribution. In the chi-square goodness-of-fit test, the null 175 hypothesis states that frequencies come a Benford's distribution: if the chi-square test 176 was significant, we would accept the alternative hypothesis that the data do not came 177 from this type of distribution. Therefore, a significant chi-square test would indicate 178 some anomalous pattern in the data, that might indicate manipulation and that deserve 179 further inspections. We also measured the Mean Absolute Deviation (MAD) of the first 180 two digits, a robust proxy of conformity to the Benford's distribution for two-digits series.
181
The MAD measures the difference between absolute and expected proportions of the first confirmed by the very high MAD (Fig. 2) .
199
On the other hand, the scenario was more complex for whaling data from the former heterogeneous across years, for the different whale species (Fig. 4) .
223
This inconsistency between two-digits and single-digit testing in whaling data delivers 
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Eurasian lynx and conservation, because the Benford's law has some precise distributional preconditions. 
